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Campus
Calendar
• Through Oct. 29:
Habitat for Humanity is
looking for volunteers to
help bag at the Fairfield
Commons Mall JCPenney
on Nov. 6. For more
information call Hilary
Boff at 775-6545 or
Kristine Albus at 7756973.
• Through Nov. 8:
Human Resources Management students interested in the MVHRA
Scholarship Competition
can contact Dr. Owen,
SPHR in the Department
of Management at 7752290.

Wednesday, Oct. 27,

• Muslim prayers at
2: 15 p.m. in W02 5 Student Union, sponsored
by Muslim Studies.
· Study of Hebrews
in W02 5 Student Union
from noon- l p.m.,
sponsored by Life and
Truth.

· UAB movie: Eve's

Bayou free at 7 p.m. in

the Medical Sciences
Auditorium.
· Golden Key National Honor Society
general meeting at 1
p.m. in El 5 7 Student
Union.
· NPHC meeting in
Wl69B Student Union at

4 p.m.

Women Striving Forward meeting in
• Black

El63A Student Union at
4p.m.
• WWSU general
meeting in W025 Student
Union at 4 p.m.
· Phi Delta Epsilon
meeting in El 54 Student
Union at 5:30 p.m.
• The Newman
Catholic Student Association will hold a prayer
at the Campus Ministry
building at 7:30 p.m.
• Study of Hebrews
in W02 5 Student Union
from noon - I p.m.,

sponsored by Life and
Truth.
• "Haunted Housing"
trick-or-treating in the
Wright State dorms and
apartments for underprivileged children at 7
p.m. The event is sponsored by the Community
Advisors.
Thursday, Oct. 28
· Phi Sigma Phi
meeting in El 54 Student
Union at 10 p.m.
· ASA Multicultural
Halloween Party in the
Student Union Faculty
Dining Room from 6:30 11 p.m.
• Muslim prayers at
2:15 p.m. in W025 Student Union, sponsored
by Muslim Studies.
· RCA is hosting a
free Halloween Fest in
the Forest Lane Apartments at 7 p.m. for
residents and their
friends.
Friday, Oct. 2 9
• SHA Halloween
Party in the Student
Union Faculty Dining
Room from 7- 9 p .m.
• The Newman
Catholic Association will
sponsor a Halloween
party from 8-11 p.m. in
the Campus Ministry
building.
• Study of Revelation
including special topics
at 7 p.m. in W025, sponsored by Life and Truth.
• Muslim prayers at
2 p.m. in W025, Student
Union, sponsored by
Muslim Studies.
• Campus Recreation
is hosting a free costume bowl at Beaver-VuBowl from 8:30- 11 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
· Alpha Kappa Alpha
meeting in El 63 Student
Union from 8- 5 p.m.
• $5 Prom at 7 p.m.
in the Student Union
Multipurpose Room,

amp

rim

sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ.
Sunday, Oct. 31

Happy Halloween!

• Zeta Tau Alpha
meeting in El 56A Student Union at 4 p.m.
• Phi Mu meeting in
Wl69C Student Union at
4 p.m.
· Phi Sigma Phi
meeting in El 54 Student
Union at 4 p.m.
· Alpha Xi Delta
meeting in Wl69B Student Union at 5:30 p.m.
• Delta Tau Delta
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in
E157 Student Union.
• Beta Theta Pi meeting in W02 5 Student
Union at 7 p.m.
· Kappa Alpha Psi
meeting at 7 p.m. in
Wl 5 5 Student Union.
Monday, Nov. 1
. Phi Sigma Pi meeting in W169C Student
Union at 3:30 p.m.
• Golden Key National Honor Society
meeting at 6 p.m. in
Wl69B Student Union.
• Sigma Gamma Rho
meeting in W02 5 Student Union at 7 p.m.

• Student Entrepre-

neurs United general
meeting at 4 p.m. in
El 5 7B Student Union.
• Muslim prayers at
1 p.m. in W02 5 Student
Union, sponsored by
Muslim Studies.
Tuesday, Nov. 2
• NPHC meeting at 6
p.m. in El 57B Student
Union.
• Muslim prayers at
1 p.m. in W02 5 Student
Union, sponsored by
Muslim Studies.
Wednesday, Nov. 3
• UAB movie:
"Shakespeare

in Love,"

free in the RAT at 7 p.m.
• WWSU general
meeting in W02 5 Student Union at 4 p.m.

ARSON/RELATED
Oct. 20: A incident of

motor vehicle criminal
damaging occurred in

Parking Lot 7.

Oct. 21: An incident
of vandalism was reported in Parking Lot 12.
LARCENCY /THEFT

Oct. 16: A theft
occurred in the Paul
Laurence Dunbar Library.
Oct. 17: A theft took
place from a motor
vehicle in Parking Lot 7.

Oct. 18: A theft took
place in the Student
Union.
Oct. 21: There was a
theft reported in University Hall.

OFFENSE OF THE
PUBLIC PEACE
Oct. 20: A telephone

harassment took place in
Maple Hall.
Oct. 21: Disorderly
conduct was reported in
Parking Lot 7.

Faculty member

gets top honor

Chair of the psychdepantne]®

deemed outstanding teacher
By Russell Florence

Staff Witer

Jerald Kay, M.D., chair

and professor for the

Department of Psychiatry,
in the Wright State University School of Medicine,
received the Presidential
Award for Excellence as

interpretation of the
Bacchae by Euripedes, and
a two-volume text on
psychiatry he co-authored,
which waspraised in a Ne
England Journal of Medi-

cine review as the best in

its field.

"This is an extraordinarylevel of productive
Outstanding Faculty Mem- scholarship from anyone,
ber of the Year at WSU.
let alone a departmental
Kay was given this
chair with multiple adminaward for his excellence in
istrative, teaching and
teaching, research and
service.
"His personal characteristics as an educator
mark him as truly excep-

tional," said David
Bienenfeld, M.D., professor
of psychiatry and director

of the department's Residency Training Program.
Kay published many
works over the last few

years, contributing 18
articles, seven book chap-

ters, two letters, one book

review and six books to the

world of psychiatry,

Two of the most impor-

patient care responsibili-

ties," said Daniel T.
Organisciak, Ph.D., chair

and professor of biochemistry and molecular biology, and chair of the WSU
School of Medicine faculty
development committee.
"The model of this
School of Medicine allows
me to do so many things

•

withoutthe preoccupations

typical at many other
medical schools. Novelty is

what makes my life go

round, and. Wright State is
constantly providing me so •

new opportunities,"
tart were his psychological many
said Kay.

{

•
•

Haunted Dayton: The spooky
scoop on local urban legends
Wednesday, Oct.

«®
By Leslie Benson

Assistant News Editor

• The areas around
Wright State are full of
urban legends and ghost
stories that surface especially during the Halloween
season. Many stories have
been passed down for
years, captivating local
citizens.
Beavercreek author
Chris Woodyard is one
such citizen, documenting
these legends so they
continue to intrigue future
generations. Woodyard's
research affirms her belief
that these are not just
stories, but real events.
"Most of the stories
around Dayton are not
legends. I have personally
experienced many ghosts
here," said Woodyard,
author of the "Haunted
Ohio" book series.
Woodyard once experinced an alarming situa-

Ion near Springfield, Ohio.

While investigating a report
•
of a ghost at an old barn,
Woodyard met a frustrated
and angry spirit who had
been a farm hand in his
previous life.
"He did not realize that
he was dead. He thought
that if he was dead he
would be in heaven, and
therefore he believed that
he was still alive. He came
out of the attic and slapped
me. It felt as if a living
being had hit me,"
Woodyard said.
Other strange Dayton
occurrences include:
The Disappearing Act
The local Victoria
Theater hosts its own ghost

ai&end originating from the

lWn of the century when a

company was performing a
play there.
"An actress went up to
the second floor to change
dresses during an act.
As she walked back
downstairs, she realized
that she forgot her folding
fan and walked back up to
her dressing room to

• retrieve it. The guard at
the bottom of the steps

never saw her come back

downstairs, and she was

never heard from again,"

said David Hastings, house
manager of the Victoria
Theater.
According to the theater, there was no other
exit from the dressing
room except for a window
and the stairs. The actress
could have jumped out of
the window, but no one
heard a sound. She simply
disappeared.
"We have had patrons
and staff members encounter her. You can hear her
footsteps when
you are looking
right at the
stage, but no
one will be
there, and you
can often smell

the original restaurant
owner. The ghost is
supposedly mistuous and
friendly. She turns lights
on and off, moves and
knocks down things," said
Joe Castellano, general
manager of Elinor's Amber
Rose.
Need school spirit?
Stivers High School,

which is located on

Dayton's East Fifth Street,
is supposedly inhabited by
the ghost of a young

her perfume
and hear the

rustling of her
dress fabric
when you are
alone. Since an
elevator has
been added, the
doors will also
open and close
without anyone
having been on
it," said
Hastings.
Even when
the Victoria
Theater was
being restored,
workers reported a

Teachers at Stivers

tried to persuade
Woodyard to go down into
the haunted swimming
pool, and she replied,
"Over my dead body!"
"It's fun to believe the

story," said Burns.

strange pres-

ence with them

Member for Afterlife

and complained ®®=@®
that their tools

rumors that no one ever
discovered what happened
to the student or teacher
again," said Jennifer Burns,
english teacher at Stivers
High School.
There are no newspaper
articles documenting the
event, but rumors tend to
keep the story alive.
"When another floor
was added over the pool,
the classroom above it
often experienced cool air
coming out of a closed air
duct. I had that classroom
once, and the TV would flip
on during the middle of a
discussion. Lights would
flip on and off in closets,
and other unusual things
would happen," said
Burns.
An art teacher at
Stivers once claimed that
she went down to the
basement by herself while
looking for a sculpture,
and she suddenly felt
someone's arm grab her,
however, no one else was
around her to do such a
thing.
"You can hear footsteps in that room when it
is empty," said Woodyard.

The third installment of Woodyard's "Haunted

were mysteri- Ohio" series
ously being moved overteacher who was found
night from where they had
placed them the day before.
"I have never experienced her, but my daughter
has," said Woodyard.
"Although she has
never been seen, she is very
much here. I strongly
believe in her," said
Hastings.

Ordering 'Ghoul'-ash
Elinor's Amber Rose
Restaurant on Valley Street
also claims to host a
residing ghost.
"She is a daughter of

drown in the school's
basement pool in the
1920s.
"The teacher was
found fully clothed in the
pool clutching a broken
pointer in one hand and a
locket containing pictures
of her parents and a man
with his head torn off of
the photograph in the
other. The school checked
the attendance that day
and found out that the
teacher's student aide, who
had perfect attendance for
twelve years of schooling,
had been missing all
weekend. There are

Dayton's Masonic
Temple once invited
Woodyard to investigate a
ghost sighting.
"At the Temple, a ghost
introduced himself to me
as 'George.' He was very
grandfatherly, bald and
friendly, and he scooped
me out of my chair and
said, 'Come on girlie,' as if I
was lagging behind while I
toured through the
Temple," said Woodyard.
Woodyard showed the
Grand Master of the Masonic Temple the man's
photograph, pointing it out

from thousands of others,

and he turned pale .
He told her that the
man in the picture was the
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ghost that he saw wandering around the Temple.
Woodyard's Warning
Concerning urban
legends, ghost stories and
superstitions, Woodyard
urges individuals not to
play around with ouija
boards.
"They are not just toys.
Ouija boards are serious
tools that tend to attract
the wrong elements. Mischievous spirits purposely
make trouble and try to
sucker you in with these
boards," said Woodyard.
In a dorm, Woodyard
once experienced a situation where students
claimed that mysterious

events were taking place

because of a ouija board.
She discovered that the
individuals were in constant conflict with each
other and had therefore
built up negative energy
around themselves.

"Whenever you have

conflict, energy builds up.
You just don't need that,"
Woodyard said.
Whether or not people
believe in ghosts or mischievous spirits, urban
legends and ghost stories
are still entertaining to
read. Anyone seeking more
information on such topics
can contact Woodyard
through e-mail at:
Invisiblel@aol.com. Her
website can be explored at
www.invink.com.

Stillwant to
bespooked?
tyou areinterestedIi

reading about similar stories

basedinand around the Dayton

area, check out Chls

Woodyard's "Haunted Ohio"

books.

Abook signing for
Woodyard isplanned at Barnes
and Noble Booksellers, located
at 2720 Towne Drive, across
from the Mall at Fairfield
Commons, on Oct.28 at 7 p.m.
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Technology advances classes at wsu

By Shauna M. Shepler

For The Guardian

Imagine what it
would be like to take a
class and interact with
other students and
professors from hundreds, or even thousands, of miles away.
Many colleges and
universities have the
technology that makes
this possible, and about
a year ago, Wright State
University followed suit.
Funding from the
dean of the College of
Business and Dr. Dan
DeStephen, professor of

Organizational Commu-

nication and director of
WSU's Center for Teach-

ing and Learning, made
possible new technology
including video playback
technology with audio,
DVD and laser disk.
Technology has been
installed into computers
in various classrooms on
campus, including the
lecture halls, and several
classrooms in Rike Hall.
All of the new technology is being incorporated into professors'
lesson plans to meet the
needs and demands of
students in the classroom.
"For the past couple

The votes are tallied
SG elections. bring new

reps from various colleges

By Nicola Bland

votes for the School of
Professional Psychology.
No winner was ap
pointed
for the College of
Elections for three
Science
and
Math due to a
student representatives to
three-way
tie
in the voting
Wright State University's
Student Government were results.
Elections for this
held on campus last week.
college will be done again
The elections to
in spring quarter.
establish representatives
Throughout the whole
for University College, the
voting
process, 26 votes
College of Science and
were
thrown
out due to
Math, and the School of
ineligible
voters.
Professional Psychology
"You have to be in
took place Oct. 20, and
that
specific college to
votes were made official
vote
for the particular
Oct. 25.
candidate
and many
Josh Hudson won the
voters
were
unaware of
University College reprethat,"
said
Joe
Mappes,
sentative position with 15
student
election
commisout of 42 votes.
"My job is to represent sioner.
"I'm going to do all
the students that are still
in University College with that I can in the upcoming
election spring quarter to
any problems or quesinform the student body
tions they may have. If
on the correct voting
any students have any
process," said Mappes.
problems, feel free to
You may contact the
come to me and I'll try my
Student Government
best to work on the
office at 775-5508 for
problem," said Hudson.
more information or to
Dan Sullivan won by
reach the representatives.
default with a total of 7

Staff Writer

start to
move in the
direction of
building

of years, we as a center,
have generally been
looking at how technology can be used to
enhance student learning. Our faculty, as an
institution, is moving
more and more toward
utilizing technology in
the classroom," said
Destephen.
"For years we delivered computer equipment to the classrooms,
and set it up. We had
gotten to the point
where we thought that,
rather than continuing to
deliver, it's now becom-

the technol-

ogy in the
classroom,"
Destephen
continued.
DeStephen
said that

the technol-

s

ogy was
first installed into
:!
computers
in the
F
-: iC:11
lecture halls
~
on campus
to meet the
.._..... &:
needs of
WSU instructor turns a computer lab into a

8

S

ing the standard expec-

tation on the part of
faculty to use that technology, so we should

those stu-

dents who

classroom.

See "Technology" pg. 6

Nursing programgoesonline
Next spring registerednursescanearn
their bachelor'tion
sdegree
over
the
internet
programwillbe:I clinicalwork in their

By Nicole Eiland

Staff Writer

Beginning next
spring, a new online
program at Wright State
University will allow
registered nurses in
Ohio to complete their
bachelor's degrees
through a computer.
The web-based program is made possible
due to a $1.125 million
Nursing Special Projects
Grant from the Department of Health and
Human Services through
their Division of Nurs-

ing.

The "Online Nurses:

RN-BSN Program via the

Internet" is currently
being designed by Bar-

bara O'Brien, Ph.D., RN

and Alice Renner, M.Ed.,
who are staff with the
WSU College of Nursing
and Health.
All of the 14 courses
currently taught in

WSU's RN-BSN comple-

incorporated in thecommunity.

computer-based pro- Ali Jafari, Ph.D.,
gram,along with graph- known forhis work in
ics, animation and links web-basedinstruction,

to other medical rewill aid the project, and
sources on the Web.
Blue Chip Computers
"Like other adultsCompany in Dayton will
holding down a full-time help out with the techjob andmeeting family nology used in the proresponsibilities, the
gram.
typical registered nurse "With the aid of their
finds it difficult to
computer, students will
pursue additional educa- be able to access this
tion needed for career
program any time, any

mobility. However,
place, making it easier to
today'shealthcare indus juggle the demands of
trydemands that nurses home life, child rearing
strengthen their leader- and employment," said
ship skills and update O'Brien.
their technical and' The program will
scientific knowledge tohave a yearly spring and
ensure high-qualityfall quarter admission
patient care, said Bar-

beginning in spring

bara O'Brien, principal 2000, and is liinited to

investigator of the grant 25 nurses per group.

and RN outreach direcFor more informator.
tion, contact Barbara

Students participat-

the web-based
program will have two
courses per quarter

mg

in

while finishing their

O'Brien at 775-2606, or

visit the WSU College of
Nursing and Health
website at

www.nursing.wright.edu.

•
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Campus hosting various Halloween events
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4l ny use Benson

Assistant News Editor
Wright State Univerhosting a number
of events for students
that are looking for

sity is

am9'ething to do for

lalloween.

Campus Recreation is
holding a free costume

bowl at Beaver-Vu-Bowl

on Oct. 29 from 8:30 to
11 p.m.
"If you dress in a
costume you will get
shoes and be able to
bowl two games for free.

Otherwise it will cost
you about $ 5," said Eric
Corbett, assistant director of Campus Recre-

known as "Trick-or-Treat
in the Woods" is being
held on Oct. 2 7, and is
sponsored by the Com-

The Residential
Community Association
(RCA) is hosting Halloween Fest on Oct. 28 in
the Forest Lane Apartments.
"The party begins at
7 p.m., and it is free for
all WSU residents and
their friends," said Mike
Peterson, public relations chair of RCA.
An event formerly

"This year it is called
'Haunted Housing.' The
event will benefit underprivileged children in the
Dayton area from organizations such as the Boys
and Girls Club of Dayton, Daybreak, the Diabetes Association and the
Red Cross. We are also
inviting alumni staff and
student residents to

ation

munity Advisors.

participate," said

Diabetes Association.
"We are trying to
make this program
bigger and better, and
we are really excited
about it this year," said
Dutridge.
For student residents
especially, Wright State
University seems like the
right place to experience
an exciting and eventful
Halloween.

Melanie Dutridge, assistant coordinator for
Boston, Cedar and
Hawthorne.
Children arrive at
WSU at 6 p.m. and are
provided with masks, tshirts and trick-or-treat
bags.
The festivities begin
at 7 p.m., and Wright
State students who live
in the Woods and
Hamilton Hall pass out
candy to children.
Boston Hall will
provide sugar-free candy
for children from the

For more information

on these events contact
Campus Recreation at
775-5815 or RCA at 7755569.

It's Time To.-GO AWAY!!!
Explore summer and semester
study abroad opportunities

Find out how studying on a USAC progran
will enhance

your life

professionally and personally
Increase your understanding of the world
through an international experience

Scholarships available as well

University Studies Abroad
Consortium

Your Gateway to the World

fj
4

For more information and a free catalog contact:

·

Maricy Schmitz

... . .

(9379775-5745

___

4p

'

Director of Exchange and Study Abroad Programs
Wright State University
University Center for International Education
E190 Student Union
3640 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Dayton, Ohio 45435

V

'

afonal Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week

October 24-30th
Student
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"Technology" from pg. 4
had difficulty taking
notes from overheads.
"The faculty liked the
system being in the
room, and so the next
step was to start to put
this technology into
rooms that were just not
lecture halls," said
Destephen~
According to
Destephen, WSU's College of Business gets the

most use out of the new
technology.
"We looked at the
patterns of which buildings could use technology the most, and Rike
Hall was the biggest
building that used the
technology in the classroom," DeStephen said.
Technology will also
allow students to see
what's going on inside a
classroom, and interact
with professors and

students from a computer.
"Beyond the electronic classroom, we are
building what's called

they may be sitting in
another room a thousand
miles away," said De
Stephen.
"As Wright State
distance education
moves into distance
classrooms, which are
education, we're trying
classrooms capable of
to build into some of the
taking that class almost
computers the capability
anywhere in the world.
of a class being taught
That calls for ... more
not only to physicallysophisticated technology present students, or
to be able to teach stuface-to-face students,
dents who are not physi- but also students sitting
cally in the classroom;
hundreds, thousands of
miles away from the
Destephen.
According to
Destephen, plans to
build distance education
classrooms in Rike and
Millet Halls are currently
underway, and two such
classrooms already exist
in the Russ Engineering
Center.
The Center for Teaching and Learning wants
to continue to increase
the number of classrooms using the new
technology. By the next
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academic year,
Destephen predicts that
about half of the 100
classrooms on campus
will be able to make use
of the technology.
Destephen predicts that
figure will increase to 7 5
or 80 percent within the
next five years.
For more information
about this new technology, contact the Center
for Teaching and Learning at 775-8202.
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Quad Gods back at wsu
W ednesday, Oct.

id
r

sS

The campus was visited by a family of
"righteous warriors" last week as a
family came from Oregon to share their
beliefs with those at Wright State.
Michael Warnecki, accompanied by his
wile and six children, spent Oct. 20 walking between the Quad and the Math and
Microbiological Sciences building to talk
to passersby.
Many who did pass the family tried to
ignore their message, but a few stopped

3

«ti

to argue or listen to the conversations
out of curiosity.

WSU students engage in a "Bible Battle"
with the visiting preachers.

.

.

.
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AUDITION TOUR

Ashland, Ohio

.. .

Clncinr\iltL Ohio

.

Wednesday, November 3, 1999 Thursday, November 11, 1999
Ashland University
Holiday inn Eastgate
Arts & Humanities Bullding - .

Theatre Department

.

Terrace . · .
Auditions: 5;30

Auditions: 1;30 - 3;30 P-"1~
Columbus Ania {Westerville, OH)

Thursday, November 4, 1999

Otterbein College
Battelle Fine Arts Center .

·

-7:30 p.an.

Sandusky. Ohio
MondaY,, Novemb~ 22, 1999
Cedar Point ·
Radisson Harbour Inn

Auditions: 1200 - 400 p.m.

--------

Auditions: 4:30-6:30 p.m.

POSITION S ALSO AVAILABLE
Costume Shop Personnel · Technicians • Assistant Choreographer
Call (419) 627-2390 for furt.het i11forma tf<;>n

For additional sites or information contact:
Cedar Point ·uve Entertainment
P.O. Box S()()(j, $(1ndusky, OH 44871 ·.5006

(419) 627-2390 · www.cedarpoint.com

t .,

BRAZIL AND JAPAN .i(...,,
WANTYOU!!!
~~
Wright State Ambassador Program
in Brazil and Japan

*Experience 1 or 2 very different cultures
*Very Inexpensive
*New understanding of the world around you
For More Information Contact:
Maricy Schmitz, Director
Exchange and Study Abroad Programs
University Center for International Education
E190 Student Union
3640 Colonel Glenn Hwy
Dayton, OH 45435

(937)775-5745

Advertise in
The
Guardian
for
.....
quickresults!
LOOKING FOR A GOOD
JOB WITH BENEFITS?

8elcan

Staffing Services has

immediate openings for.
• Banquet Ser.ers·- $8Jhr
• Telemarketers- $8/hr

Flexible Hours

% Receptionist- $&/hr

·

• Plcker:s/Pec;ker.- $7.00/hr

• l:mbroid,uy Trtmmer5•$6.50/hr

For more information please call

937436-2211.

Belcan

Staffing Sel\llcas

200

B Springboro Pike

Miamisburg. OH 45449
(Neat tne Dayton Mall )
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Opinion
Issue 1 actually matters to us

We should make it

a point to get out and vote "yes" 1

Okay, kids, today we're gonna talk about

politics. Let's start with participatory

where
•
••
so ·"•

democracy, shall we? That's
the government holds regular
elections, and we, the people,

rt;
Or, rather, we don't go out J
and vote, which is
happens more often than not. •

what

Next Tuesday, Nov.2,

we're supposed to all head to

the polls.We won't,of course.

because there is no compelling
national issue or office to fill,

;

•

",

and most of us don't even have a
state or city office on the ballot.

It's mostly school levies, library

·7%7

of

uovit"
0

Q

would be earmarked for construeat public universities. Like this
fine institution we're all attending

tion

lilt? right now.

Voter apathy could work one of

TUESDAY I%" two ways this time around. On the

one hand, perhaps only people motivated to act against various issues or

l
·%%

politicians will care enough to come

out.

On the other hand, the core of the

voting poulation that makes a point of turning
out for every election generally has more education and
is more likely to support education-oriented issues.
It would behoove all of us to turn out ourselves mi
Tuesday, or send in an absentee ballot if we're from
somewhere else in the state.
Issue 1 is actually important to people like us, and it
won't hit us in the pocketbook unless we personally wan.
to invest in the bonds ourselves.
We should show it the support it deserves.

Voices

the editorial board.

Views expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisements are thole of the writers, artists and advertis-

ers.

The Guardian reserves the right to censor or reject adversing copy in accordance with any present
or future advertising acceptance rules established by
The Guardian. All contents contained herein are the
express property of 1111 Guardian. Copyright priveges revert to the writers, artist and photographers
of specific works after publication. The Guardian reserves the right to reprint works in future Issues.

The bond issue is not, repeat, not a tax

increase. It won't affect the take-home
pay of us, our parents or our families.
Passing Issue one merely gives the

-~ ~~~

funding and the like. The state AP wire is
predicting turnout at a new low.
But, wait, what's that, over there, on the horizon?
Issue 1 would give the state the right to sell
low-interest, general obligation bonds to finance
for school and university construction projects.
Last year, this same measure floundered
because
it was associated with a sales tax increase,
school year. It is published by students of Wright State
which
voters
historically don't support as a means
University in Dayton, Ohio. Editorials without bylines

reflect the majority opinion

to fund schools.

What do you have planned for Halloween this year?

Letters to the Editor

• The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces from
students, faculty, administrators and
staff
• Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
• Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
on the Friday preceeding the next issue
• Letters should be kept to 500 words
or less
• All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
• Letters which duplicate others may
be omitted
. When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
• Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used
• E-mail GuardianOpEd@netscape.net

Guardian Phone Numbers
Editor in Chief: 775-5540

Cherene Spires

Sophomore, Undecided

"Probably just hanging out with my
friends, maybe a costume party.
Nothing special, really."

a®»

r.:

Trenton Martin
Junior, Biology/ Pre-Med

Robert Stockton
Grad Student, Music Education

"The youth at our church are having "I really don't celebrate Halloween
a 'Heaven & Hell' party Friday night, because it's a pagan holiday. I'll just
with music and pizza."
be at home, practicing."

, {er>

]

Jennifer Wert
Advertising: 775-5537
Junior, Industrial Communication
News: 775-5538
"I'm taking my daughter trick-orSports/Spotlight: 775-5536 treating. She's two, and she's going
as her very favorite animal-a cow."
Fax: 775-5535

"I really don't celebrate Halloween,
but l do like to see the little kids
happy, so I'll hand out candy."

"I'm on CA duty this weekend, so
I'm gonna sit around and have
'Movie Night' with my residents."

•
•
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TV for the rest of us Student. shares
Commentary
By Angelle Haney

PBS is dead; long live PBS

Op-Ed Editor

Picture, if you will, two
young women living in
poverty, twenty years apart.
The year is 1975. The
first woman is in her
second apartment, living
with her oldest sister and
infant daughter.
She has a job at a fastfood joint (anybody remember Burger Chef?) and
qualifies for free milk,
cheese and cereal for her
daughter because she lives
so very far below the
poverty line.
Her daughter grows up
watching Channel 16,
Dayton's PBS station.
Sesame Street and The
Electric Company teach her
how to read. She sees her
first ballet, Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker starring
Baryshnikov, when she is
seven. Nova teaches her

that the planets orbit the

is my mother.

.

science fair.
Her friends parents have

before I had the money to
come to college.

sun and how to calculate
The second one, obvithe speed of light. She takes ously, would be me, or more
first place in her junior-high precisely, me six years ago,

long ago gotten cable, but
the girl's mother is single
again, and it is a luxury the
two of them can ill-afford.

The next chapter in this
story comes when the

Therehas been a lot of
talk about PBS having
outlived its usefulness, what

with Bravo, The Discovery

Channel and A&E bringing
similarprogramming into

daughter grows up, moves every home.
into her first apartment and Except, of course, that

begins her own journey into they aren't in every home.
and out of poverty.
As the gapbetween haves
She gets a minimum
and have-nots widens,they

wage job, as does her fiance. maywell be in fewer and

Every month, they are about fewer of them.
fifty dollars shy of making
I believe in PBS.
their bills.

Thirty dollars a month

·I believe in continued

government support of

for cable telvision is not an

public television.

So, she watched British
sit-coms and Ken Burns'

quality continue to be
availableonly to those who

option.

Civil War to retain her
sanity.
The first young woman

»

Why should culture and

can afford them?
Tales of the death
PBS have been greatly
exaggerated.

Support medical aid to reduce

risks for organ recipients

U.S. Senator Mike
DeWine's (R-Ohio) introduction of Senate Bill
631, the Immuno-

suppressive

Drugs Act,

de-

serves
attention
and support.
Currently,
Medicare
•
covers anti-

rejection medi-

cations for
people with
organ trans-

plants for only

three years after
transplant.
Senate Bill 631
extends coverage
for the lifetime of
the organ.

Transplantation is a

treatment, not a cure.

Once slanted,
recipien must take
anti- ejection

medication
for the
lifetime
of the
organ.
With-

out medica-

tions, the
risk of rejection increases
dramatically.
The cost of
rejection is
very high.
If a kidney is
rejected, the
patient can be
treated with
dialysis at a cost of
nearly $47,000 per
patient per year or

receive another kidney
transplant at the cost of
nearly $100,000.
Patients who reject a
heart, lung or other solid

organ can only hope for

another transplant.

Anti-rejection medi-

cations are very expensive, often costing more
than $11,000 per year.
But the annual cost
of the medication is
much cheaper than
dialysis or re-transplantation.
Senate Bill 631 makes
sense, and deserves
support.
Donald W. Slobodien
Executive Director,
National Kidney
Foundation of Ohio

her own story

Domestic violence article
hits home for was
one
victim
only at me. When he

I would like to thank.
you for the article on
Domestic Violence Awareness Month ("The face of
domestic violence can be a
hauntingly familiar one,"
Oct. 20). I myself have been
put into the category of
domestic violence. I am not
poor, and I do not drink,

yelled or hit me, it was
when no one was around
or when no one was
looking. Plus, if he
couldn't control himself,
why did I only get bruises
where no one else could
see them? Women really
need to seriously consider
this issue. It has been
nor did my ex-boyfriend
estimated
that one in
when I was around him.
every
four
girls will be in
Yet, I have been assaulted
some sort of abusive
by him because of his
violent temper. This type of relationship throughout
issue has never hit so close their lives. The only
problem is, when it hapto home. I went out with
pens, it's all too hard to
my boyfriend for over a
get out of the situation.
year and a half, and was
The only reason I am
mentally and physically
now
out of the relationabused for two-thirds of
ship
is because I conthat time. Although I knew
fessed
part of my story to
that he was controlling my
my
sister,
and the next
life, I stuck with it because
mark
that
was
put on me
I truly loved him.
was
found.
Now
I have
It started out that he
many
friends
and
family
just controlled who I was
members
helping
me
around and who I could
overcome my situation. If I
talk to. Then, he told me
didn't have all those
where I could and couldn't
people
that care about me,
go. By the end of the
I
would
still be with him,
relationship he was trying
and he still would not
to pull me out of col1ege,
have it in his mind that he
even though I have a full
needs to seek psychologischolarship. I used to
cal help.
believe he couldn't control
Thank you again for
his temper, and when he
your
article. I, too, hope
really got mad, he didn't
that
[Domestic
Violence
know what he was doing.
Awareness
Month]
is not
I was wrong. He did
doomed
to
failure;
that is
know what he was doing to
my
reasoning
for
taking
an extent, and could contime from my busy life to
trol it to an extent.
write you my story.
Now, it has been
Heather Bentley
pointed out to me that
Freshman, Chemistry
when he did get mad, it
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Health Center
------~
Come-See Us or Call 775-2552
Same Sreat Service
Just Different Location
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Halloween history dates back centuries

{luster
"nm wuer

modern Halloween, or All
Hallows Eve, originates
As students dress up as from the Celtic feast of
Samhain {meaning
their favorite witches,
summer's end). This
vampires, or just the
festival celebrated the end
classic ghost for Hallowof harvest time and the
een, few may realize that
back nearly 2000 years ago beginning of the winter
those costumes were made season. In fact, Samhain
was almost the new year to
out of dead animal skins
worn to protect the mortals the ancient Celts as they
marked a drastic change
from evil spirits.
from the sunny days of
As well-know Wiccan,
farming to the cold winter
Rowan Moonstone points
nights.
out on her web site "The
The dressing up for the
Origins of Halloween"
holiday
came from the
{http://
Celts
impersonating
the
homepages. together .net/
mischievous fairies that
~joe/origins.html), our

c

AF R 'A

they associated with
tricking people on the
night. Dressing up in

I/

;

p costumes, sometimes
.p» with carved turnips

representing faces, the
Celts attempted to find a
release for their high
spirits before the winter set
in. One of the things they
would do is visit houses
begging for treats. If the

nAAuA !0meowners hadn't left

47·? milk or food out to

appease the "spirits"
and gain their favor, the
visitors would play practical jokes on the off ending
household.

After Romans conquered the Celts in 46 AD,
they continued the Celts
tradition but combined it
with their own fall celebration with fruits and trees.
Fruits such as apples
{although apple bobbing
became popular later from
Irish settlers) have become
a Halloween tradition.
As you head off to
Halloween party this
weekend, think of the Celts

and the history of the

holiday. Be glad you no
longer have to wear dead
animal skins to frighten off
the demons.

Area haunted houses offer something for everyone

~~
Staff Writer

Looking for a scare
around the Miami Valley?
This is the right time of
the year as the area
features over 30 haunted

sites ranging anywhere

from the classic haunted
house to creepy forest
walks even to caves

where the bats just
might be real.

All of the haunted
happenings this year
that are listed below also
benefit a good cause, so
not only are you enjoying a fright, you are also
helping support local

non-profit organizations.

l

In Trotwood, on 700
oh Springs Road,
ch out for the
aunted Old Red Barn.
Most of the year,

Visitors might recognize
as a banquet/bingo
hall, but few know what
lurks in the basement.

1t

According to George
Slaughter, facility man-

the basement may be
exorcised and feature a
Winter Wonderland
instead.
The Haunted Red
Barn is open this weekend Friday-Sunday from

8-11 p.m.

Admission is $ 5 for
adults and $3 for children 10 and under. Call
275-6372 for details.
Really want to be
scared? In that case,
Your Worst Nightmare
Haunted House at the

Upper Valley Mall in

Springfield might be just
what you're looking for.
Featuring demons
and monsters of all
kinds, all but the bravest
visitors are assured
restless sleep.
Partial proceeds also
benefit the Simmons
Foundation. The house
is open this weekend on
Friday and Saturday
from 8 PM-midnight.
Admission for everyone

is $6. For more information and directions, call

(937) 828-1739.
ager, this is the fifth
Or if you prefer a
a{ ®ar for the event, but
good night's rest, maybe
lo now or you just might the Not So Haunted
miss it because next year

House in Centerville is a
better stop for you.
Organizer Cindy Neff
assures that the graveyards and haunted forests will be perfect for
anyone frightened easily.
This year, with the
theme Monster Madness,

.

Open this weekend
on Friday and Saturday
from 6:30-9 PM, call 4333931 for more details.
If haunted houses are
not your thing, perhaps
a haunted hayride or an
evening walk would be
even better.
The Lewisburg
Haunted Cave has
both for visitors
seeking a scare.
The cave features
new scenes of terror
and is the only

tors might actually learn
something too.
According to Barbara
Trick from Aullwood, .
visitors can sit down in
front of a bonfire and
hear stories.
Next they are led by
guides through the
forest meeting animals
and hearing them tell the
visitors about themselves.

underground.
Sponsored by the
Boy Scouts of
America, admission is
$7 for adults, $4 for
children, and $ 3 for
hayride tour. Open
this Friday and Saturday
from 7 p.m.-midnight;
call (937) 962-5602 for
more details and directions.
To avoid being
scared, visitors can also
take a walk through
Aullwood Audubon
Farm's Enchanted Forest
at 9101 Frederick Pike in
Butler Township.
The forest promises

is treated to cider and
popcorn.
Admission is $ 5 for
adults, $3 for kids three
and under, and $3 for
members of Aullwood.
The forest is open
this Thursday and Friday
from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Call
890-7360 for details.
With so many trails
and houses open this
weekend, students and
others looking for a
scare will not have to
look very hard.
By offering a variety
of scares, there's something for everyone in the
Miami Valley.

haunted house 80 feet

the house features two
different tours, one for
the easily scared and one
for braver souls.
For the $4 admission
visitors can go on both.
Doughnuts and cider are
also offered.
All the proceeds
benefit The Castle, a safe
haven for people who
experience mental disorders, in Centerville.

to be family and kid
friendly offering a fun

experience where visi-

Afterwards, everyone
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October not only about one type of scar~

By AH Butler
Staff Writer

The month of October is seasoned with
ghouls, goblins, witches
and ghosts, but this
month isn't only about
tricks, it also signifies a
time of awareness.

Individuals, espe-

cially women, are encouraged to seek measures to increase one's
chances of early detection of breast cancer
through the celebration
of National Breast Cancer Awareness Month
(NBCAM).
According to the
NBCAM website the first
week long celebration of
this awareness campaign
took place in 198 5.
The goal of the week
was to heighten communication about this
disease.

Through self-exams,
mammograms and breast
exams done by health
professionals the
chances of discovering a
problem early on is
significantly increased.
"Detecting breast
cancer early on helps
prevent cancer from
spreading," said Rachel
Powers, member of Zeta
Tau Alpha, an organization that has taken on
breast cancer as a form
of philanthropy.
When breast cancer is
detected early and
treated promptly, suffering and the loss of life
can be significantly
reduced.
Routine screenings is
the most effective way to
discover breast changes
that may be cancer long
before physical symptoms can be seen or felt
says NBCAM's websites.

The American Cancer
Society says breast
cancer is a malignant
tumor that develops
from cells of the breast.
It is the second most
common cause of cancer
death in women in the
United States and 70 to
80 percent of breast
cancer develops in the
ducts of the mammary
glands.
However, men can
also acquire the disease.
"One Percent of all
breast cancers are found
in men," said Tina
Tuttle, outreach coordinator of the Kettering
Breast Evaluation Center.
In most cases, breast
cancer starts in small
rudiments of breast
ducts found in the center of the breast, under
the areola and nipple.
Male breast cancer
accounts for one in every

100 cases of breast
cancer and represents
approximately 0.2 percent of all malignancies /
in men.
This October and
T
every month take
yourself and loved ones
and get the upper hand_ {
in the fight against 1
t
breast cancer.
\"'}
Following is a guide
bellow to organizations,

care of

f3

ii

events, and websites to

aid in further educatio

"8
of the disease.

%

Organizations

• Wright State's,

Park°

580 Lincoln
Boulevard
(93 7) 299-0099
• Breast Cancer
Foundation

Call today to reserve· your seat.

Call us to find out why Kaplan
is the #1 GMAT course!
Class Begins: November 13th
Law Degree

-;;;;;---in <, !9ado,

You need every advantage you can get to leap to the top of
your profession. You need a law Degree.
Another edge: Capital University Law School. Capital offers
flexible full-time and part-time day or evening programs,
distinguished faculty, innovative initiatives and excellent
placement. And, we're in the heart of Columbus' legal,judicial
and governmental community. We've also produced many of
the most respected legal and business professionals in the
Midwest.
You can be one of the pride.

CAPITAL

UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL

Preparing Tomorrow's Lead ers

Call 1-614-236-6310

E-mail: admissions@law.capital.edu
Or, visit us on the web at www.law.capital.edu
Register for the LSAT
Deadline: November 5, 1999

West Grand
)\226-3270

E e

raEvents

®

1/27/99 Zeta Tau

a?will pass out

fer cards highlight-

jteps to performing
breast exam
in the
_ nt Union.

10-12 p.m.

Through 10/31/99

gomery County

fay contest covering

·The Kettering h[] garegiver, or otherwise.
Breast Evaluation Center" ontact: Kiya Patrick,

Classes are starting now!

It's a jungle out there.

Breast Health

perience with breast
Zayton Byrne, director #; cancer asa survivor,
member,
(937)775-4524 { family
t

Women's Center; Kelli

GMAT

College Degree

7271 North Main ST

(937) 274-3344

"""tow,

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

'GMAT is a registered trademark of the Graduate Management Admission Council.

Combined Health District (937) 496-6852.
· 10/2 7 /99 "Improving Your Breast Health:
Life After Breast Cancer:
A conversation with Jill
Eckenberry and Michael
Tucker". There is a $ 5
registration fee. Spon&
sored by the Americar9_
Cancer Society. Contact
Jody Sabatino, A.C.S's
Breast Cancer task Force

(937) 223-8521.

Web addresses

• National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month

-http://

www.nbcam.org/
about.html
· American Cancer

Society - http://
www3.cancer.org

· Breast Cancer
Awareness Month- http:/

/Imtonline.com/geninfo/
breastcancer.html
· Male Breast Cancerhttp:/ /trfn.clpgh.org/

bcis/Generallnfo/

male.html
· Breast Cancer in

Men- http://www.y-

me.org/malebc2.html.

.
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rsday-9 College
Karaoke
rpm-1:3o am
»

W ednesday, Oct.

4
Zesty flava
Tom Ze's music is
• described by his label's
web site as "fractured
Brazilian dada pop." He
may not have the same
mass appeal as Latin
heartthrobs of today,
but his music speaks
volumes more about the
character of his nation.
Fusing elements of rock,
folk and tribal music, Ze
sings of the conflict
between those trying to
bring Brazil into the

twenty-first century and
those trying to hold on
to their unique heritage.
His songs relay an
almost paranoid fear of
modernization and
industrialization.
Ins trumen talis ts
play everything from an

accordion to a Wurlitzer
(and everything in
between) to accent Ze's.
vocals. Byrne even plays
guitar on "Dancar."
Often, the upbeat,
reggae-esque vocals are
in stark contrast with
the seriousness of the
lyrics. Rather, it combines two seemingly
divergent elements,
using traditional music
to compliment a sophisticated, modern message.

performing together for
decades.
Although one may
have to scour record
stores for a copy of

"Com Defeito de

Fabricacao," it will be

well worth the effort.
(Joe Vainner)

Unusual prize

Along with Lindsay's silky

vocals, Beans (of the AntiPop Consortium) contributes his hard-edged

rapping on "Pre feelings."

Even without under-

standing the language
the music is still powerful. Eerily soothing and
at the same time engrossing, it is entertaining on an aesthetic level.
The lack of comprehension of the language
may even add to the
effect of the music. The
listener is allowed to
simply take in the song's
beauty on a purely
musical level. It is
obvious in the sound of
every note that Ze and
his band have been

blending musical styles,
fusing together rhythms,
melodies and lyrics. On
this album Lindsay mixes
English and Portuguese to
craft subtle, slippery
melodies rooted in bossa
nova and samba but with
New York style beats.

From the diverse
New York music scene,
Arto Lindsay returns
with his mellow, soulful
sound on his fourth
album, "Prize."
Growing up in Brazil
in the 1960s during its
Tropicalia movement,
Lindsay has always been

With the ambiance,
Prize isn't just music, but.
an entire mood. While
artistically creative, the
CD's only weakness is
that it may be too mellow
for some listeners. With
such an unique style,
Lindsays's lyrics stand
out, but the accompanying music, while romantic
and sensual, just seems to
drag during some of the
tracks.
Although definitely

"Prize"-worthy, Lindsay's
album just falls short of
first place. (Alf Butler)

Funky blues
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Energetic and
smooth the Kenny
Wayne Shepherd Band's

"Live On" contains

electrifying blues just as
timeless as the band's
first two albums.
Ranging from mellow blues to fast-paced
rock, the album will get
your blood pumping,
then slowly relax you.
The guitar intro to
"Was" includes an

acoustic sound typical

of bayou music. "In Too

Deep," addresses the

problem of feeling over
whelmed, while "Live
On" expresses the
strength one must find

to live through trials and

move on. With the

band's talent and
sound this album will
surely cure whatever ails
you. (Leslie Benson)

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

IMAX Theatre Ushers/Ticketing Clerks
= <lift Shop Clerks
Applir Perso

Air IF'rce IMMuseum
Springfield Iikxc
Tr- S--S

«»r call 258 1218

instant recall.

EARN $26,500

FOR COLLEGE
IN JUST 2 YEARS.

Qualify for the Army's 2-year enlistment option and you
can earn up to $26,500 through the Army College Fund and
Montgomery GI Bill. Not bad for two years' work.
. . Of course two years is just enough time to see if Army life

is right for you. It's also just enough time to make sure you're

mentally prepared for college, so by the time you get there
you'll be a little wiser and a little richer.
For specific information about the Army's 2-year option,
contact your local Army Recruiter or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com

I
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The volleyball team split a pair of MCC games

By Brandy Hollon

Staff Writer

The Wright State
Raiders hosted Midwestern Collegiate Conference opponent Loyola on
Friday, Oct. 22, and
pulled out an incredible
victory in five games.
The green and gold
were down the first two

games 9-15 and 15-13,

but that didn't diminish
their determination.
"We knew we could
beat them if we stayed
focused and aggressive.
Our whole team just
kept that attitude
throughout the series,"
said senior outside hitter
Angi Nunnelley.
WSU did in fact have
a winning attitude as
they came back the last
three games of the series

15-13, 15-12, and 16-14.

"It definitely helps
to have the fans there to
encourage and cheer us
on," added Nunnelley.
Three Raiders led the
way with double-doubles
including Nunnelley who
had 2 2 kills and 12 digs,
sophomore middle hitter

Raiders answered with a
15-9 victory in the third
match.
Game four spelled
defeat for Wright State
as UIC fought back to

Liza Osterhage who
contributed 15 kills and
16 digs and senior outside hitter Erica Miller
who added 14 kills and
2 5 digs.
Among the Wright
State players who added
blocks against the Ramblers were Osterhage
who had five blocks
(three of which were
solo) and Nunnelley who
contributed three assisted blocks to the
effort.
Freshman setter
Mandy Gels accomplished a career high 72
assists. Gels also had 10
digs for the Raiders
against Loyola.
On Saturday the
green and gold came out
to put the University of
Illinois-Chicago in the
"I" column and claim
third place in the MCC.
The Raiders started
out in a winning fashion
as they claimed the first
game 16-14, but UIC
took over in the second
game to produce a vic-

teams
proceeded into the fifth
and final game.
The Flames pushed a
little harder and came
out with the win 15-12 in
a close and competitive
game.
"We had played so
hard the night before,
and we were mentally
and physically drained,
but that is no excuse. We
should have won," said
Nunnelley.
Gels continued her
setting efforts with 68
assists and allowed five
WSU hitters double
figures in kills as against
Loyola.
Senior outside hitter
Michelle Sours led the
green and gold with 17
kills followed by junior
middle hitter Darlene
Prunty who added 16

From that point it
was a sheer battle as the

uted 14 kills as well as

tory over WSU 15-12.

win 18-16.
Tied at 2-2, the

kills and six blocks.

Osterhage contrib-

11 blocks, seven of
which were solo.
Senior outside hitters
Nunnelley and Miller
contributed 14 and 17
kills respectively and
also added 20 digs a

overall and 4-4 in MCC •
play.
On Saturday, the
green and gold will face
MCC opponent Butler.
"Butler is a very
respectable team. We

I
Freshman Gretchen Busch serves an ace as WSU wins.

ii

piece to the losing effort.
The Wright State
Raider volleyball record
now stands at 9-14

beat them earlier this
year, and we have become a better team, so
we look to come out and
win," said Nunnelley.

tournament. Sophomore
Andrew Lewis finished
right behind Osmon and
tied for third with a 149.
The Raiders were in
second after the first
round, but took advantage
of some drastically high
scores by all teams in the
second round to win the
tournament.
WSU's second round
score was seven strokes
better than any other team,
and that catapulted them

by five strokes.

Wright State fall golf season ends on a high note
By Bart Dolbeer
For The Guardian

Without two of their
best players, the golf team
emerged victorious for the
first time this season at the
Eastern Illinois Invitational
on Oct. 18-19.
The Raiders, led by
senior Joe Osmon, shot a
293 in the first round to

«go] j cruise to the victory at
= Tuscolo, Illinois.

j

"It was like a chess

~

course. You had to hit solid

s game on a difficult golf

} shots to score well, and if

E you hit a bad shot you
g really paid for it," said

Sophomore Andrew Lewis contributes to the golf team this

fall - especially in the Eastern Illinois Invitational where he

tied for third place. The Raiders resume action this spring.

f head coach Fred Jefferson.

Osmon finished second
overall with a score of 144
which was even par for the

to their first road win in

three years.
"The 302 was a bad
score, but we actually
played very well. Conditions were very severe that

second day," added

Jefferson.
The Raiders beat
Southeast Missouri State,

Butler University came
in third for the tourney,
scoring a 612. Other MCC
foes the Raiders defeated

in Tuscolo included Cleve-

land State, Wisconsin-Green
Bay and Loyola.
The Raiders came home
and ended their season in
mediocre fashion at the •
WSU/UD Invitational Oct.

24-25.

WSU finished with the
best score of the two hosts,
but fourth overall.
"I felt like we would've
had the advantage at
Greene Country Club, but
the wind was tough. We
might have been on a

downslide after winni8 y
See "Golf" p. 16
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WSU knocks off Bearcats/Briers kiskin'ice

fl Tony Arnold

""er wwar

The men's soccer team
has seen its fair share of peaks
and valleys as they come close
to closing out the 1999 regular
son campaign.
I• They've played with some
of the top-ranked teams in the
nation.
At times the Raiders have
struggled in competition,
particularly on the offensive
end.
The Raiders came to up in
Cincinnati ready to play on
Wednesday, Oct. 20, as they
defeated the UC Bearcats.
Cincinnati, a team coming off
an NCAA appearance and
ranked nationally during the
course of the season, struck
first in the game. Ryan Schreck
of the Bearcats bounced one in
at the 31:29 mark and gave his
team a 1-0 lead.
The Raiders defense and
the offensive talents of
sophomore midfielder Travis

Sobers took control of the
game from that point on.
Sobers, a native of Trinidad,
tied the score up and sent the
game into overtime with his
tally at 65:56. In an exciting
finish, with 4 5 seconds left in
the first overtime, Sobers got
the ball ten feet in front of the
net and punched it in for the
game winner.
"The biggest thing is it
gives us confidence and
hopefully we can use that as a
springboard into the final
games. Travis Sobers was very
involved in this game and was
a factor. He is very talented
and we need him to continue
to play at that level," explained
head coach Hylton Dayes.
"It was a great win.
Something we needed, but we
just can't sit on our success,"
added junior midfielder Ryan
McNichol.
In action on Sunday, Oct.
24, the Raiders lost to Midwestern Collegiate Conference
rival, University of Illinois
Chica o 3-0. Raider oalkee er

Matt Gibson came up with
seven saves in 90 minutes of
action. The loss dropped the
men in green and gold to 5-9-1
on the season and 1-4-0 in
MCC play.
"Guys are coming ready
to play, but we are still

searching for consistency in

goal scoring," said Dayes.
The remaining schedule
for Wright State includes a
final visit from Wisconsin, as
they will battle MCC opponents from Green Bay and
Milwaukee beginning Friday
and concluding on Sunday at
Alumni Field. The first two
rounds of the MCC tournament will be at Butler this
year, taking place on Nov. 4-5.
If the Raiders return to the
MCC championship game this
year, they will take the field on
Sunday, Nov. 7, with the
winner receiving an automatic
NCAA berth.
"Right now I would say
Butler and UIC are the teams
to beat in the MCC," concluded
Da es.

www.superjobs.cor

For The Guardian

the man of the night as he
scored all three Dayton goals,
The Dayton Bombers
coming up with the natural
stayed hot over the weekend
hat trick He scored the first
as they defeated the Wheeling two goals of the game and
Nailers in a home and away . added his third after the
series by identical 3-2 scores.
Nailers had cut the Bomber
So far this season they
lead to 2-1.
have earned a point in every
McPherson had another
game, receiving a total of
stellar night as he assisted on
seven of a possible eight
all three Mitchell goals
points. They have earned the / \ resulting in him having a

points, with three out of four hand in every Bomber goal
games being on the road.
scored over the weekend.
The Bombers opened
Alex Westlund got the start in

their home schedule on /
Friday night as they hosted

net forDaytonashe kicked
aside ?8 {heelingshots to
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halvedthe Wheeling lead late
in the second period on the
power play, and defenseman

and McPherson lead all
Dayton scorers with nine
points each. McPherson leads

score with theBombers
second powerplay tally at

and is tied with Ling for
second place in scoring.

Tom Nemeth knotted the

the league in assists with nine

7:37 of the third period.
The Bombers finally put
the Nailers away when Travis
Dillabough poked the puck
Wheeling goalie Pascal

Mitchell leads the team in
goals, after his hat trick, with
four goals. Saal is 1-0-1 with
a 2.50 goals against average
and a .909 save percentage.

remaining on the clock
Left wing Forbes
McPherson assisted on all
three Dayton goals, and Jamie
Ung added two more assists
as the Bombers went two for
seven on the power play in
the game. Jason Saal was in
goal for the Bombers earning
the win with 19 saves.
The two teams continued
their battle the next night at
the Wheeling Civic Center.

3.00 GM and a .908 save
percentage.
Dayton hit the road again
this weekend with a trip to
Virginia. They face off against
the Hampton Roads Admirals
on Friday night and conclude
the trip on Saturday against
the Roanoke Express. The
Bombers return home to the
Nutter Center on Wed., Nov.
3, to face Wheeling for the
third time this season.

past

Gasse with 44 seconds

Rookie Westlund is 2-0 with a

T-shirts, Year 2000 calendars,

sterling silver jewelry, great cards, gift items, candles,
incense, incense burners, fragrance oils,great dance
music CDs, rainbow/pride merchandise, & more!
Lubes, condoms, adult toys, XXX magazines,

~-----------~~-----XXX calendars, XXX video rentals, & sales.

I
I
I

PRESENT THIS COUPON
together with your Student ID and
receive 10% OFF your total purchase.

»

p
I
I

~-----------------------~~~-----~---------------------~
]

Valid thru 11/05/99. Cannot be combined with any other discount offer.
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Tennis team on a hot streak

Western Kentucky.
Sophomore Chad
Derry, who was named
The Raiders particiMidwestern Collegiate
pated in the Austin Peay
Conference Player of the
Invitational last weekend
Week ending the week of
and came out with a
Oct. 16, claimed first place
number of wins.
with wins 6-4, 7-6.
"It's not about winning
Juniors Mike Brush and
or losing or right now. It's
Warren Gavin also claimed
about a chance to prepare
victory winning 6-1, 6-2
for our main goal which is
and 6-2, 6-1 respectively.
to win the conference,"
"There were a lot of
said junior Mike Brush.
good competitors at this
Teams participating in tournament. I played my
the round-robin style
best and succeeded," said
invitational were Austin
Gavin.
Peay University, Northern
Sophomore Eric Ishida
Kentucky University and
was also victorious over
:..---------------------.
By Brandy Hollon
Staff Writer

This
month

opponent 6-3, 6-0.

his

The doubles team
consisting of Derry and
Gavin secured the number
one spot against the
invitational opponents and
continued with their
success.
"We are good tennis
players, and we just click
together," commented
Gavin on his doubles
teammate.
"We did not have any
players receive less than
third place at this invitational which is great,"
commented Brush.
The Raiders remain
undefeated in the MCC at

3-0.

"Golf" continued
the week before," said
Jefferson.
Junior Junichi
Hayashi, finished-tied
for fifth overall in the
tourney.
Hayashi, who has
been putting up some
good scores as of late,
also finished tied for
eighth at Eastern Illinois.
"Junichi has made up
for some of his deficiencies and happened to be
our best player this
weekend," said
Jefferson.
Detroit-Mercy won
the WSU/UD Invitational
with a score of 593.
Youngstown State and

"I know that we have a

[earn extra $$$
for back to
school.

for supplies?

Joe Osmon,

junior Junichi Hayashi,
sophomore Billy Day,
and freshman Jesse

Hutchins.

Wright State's next
tournament will be the
Wolverine Invitational

March 4-5.

The Wright State men's and
women's cross country teams
trained and practiced intensely
last week, according to Coach
Bob Schul.
Both teams run in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
championships on Saturday in
Northville. The competition takes
place at the Cass-Benton Park
The women begin at 10 a.m.
and the men follow at 10:30 a.m.
Photos by Vince Prinz

chance (to win the MCC

Championship). It will not
be easy, but we have a
great team with a lot of
hard workers," added
Brush.
·
sf
'A
Selected men and
women Raiders have been
chosen to compete in the
Rolex Regional Tournament which will take place
on Nov. 5-6, in Madison,
Wisconsin.
Players chosen to
Need cash for clothes?
participate are Derry in
Need cash for textbooks? Need
fees? singles, and Gavin and
~ cash
Brush to represent
doubles.
Eamngup to .$225 a month by donating potentially life-saving
For the women, Melissa
Dunham-Freer and Gloria
plasnjal Visit our friendly, modem center and find out more
Montero for doubles and
about
the opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
singles players will be
determined later.
As part of a Company research program, an experimental
"We feel very privileged
will be performed on your plasma which could potentially to have a chance to represent Wright State at this
benefit plasma product recepients in the years to come!
tournament,"
said Brush.
Yourresearch participation is entirely voluntary; however, It

Cleveland State finished
tied for second at 602. ·
The Raiders won the
tournament the past
•
three years.
With this tournament
WSU have finished up a
fall season that shows a
lot of promise for the
upcoming spring season.
In the spring, Wright
State will be led by one •
top player from each
class: senior

cash for school

test

is required if you want to donate plasma.

!·-------------------·
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{
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Good through 1998.
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Dayton, OH. 2234-1973
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BODY SHOCK

137 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45324

937) 879-2867

0

Sterile, Professional':,>a

custom, Freehand,,,l]

FEMALE ARTIST/
RIVACY AVAILABLE

EXOTIC BODY PIERCING

& BRANDING

MINUTES FROM WSU

Hours:

Mon. • Thurs. 4 - 10 PM
Fri. -Sat. 1 • 10 PM

Sun. 1-4 PM
Friendly & Informative

Wwsu
Ierce
K WSU
THE WRIGHT CHOICE

Do you know the Inside
scoop?
WwsU 106.9 The Wright
Choice needs you! [News
reporter positions are
available. [No experience

required. If you are

interested in Joining the
Wright State news team
contact Sarah Jensen@

jensen. 5@wright.edu or
call 775-5554.

New lights leave
In the dark
The Wright State

women's soccer game
against Midwestern
Collegiate Conference
opponent Butler was
cancelled last Friday,
Oct. 22, dueto a short i
thenew lights at Alumni
Field.
Thegame has been
rescheduled forthis
Friday, Oct. 29, immediately following the 6:30
p.m. men's match, as
they host WisconsinGreen Bay. Game time
8:30 p.m.

will beroughly around [g

[NW

Time for wsu to
get their feet wet
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THU

WED

RAIDER
CALENDAR

28

27

MEN'S

OCCER

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

FRI
29
UWGB*
6:30

SAT
30

TUE

2

Butler

Marshall

8:30

3:30 p.m.

By Brandy Hollon

p.m.

Staff Writer

VOLLEYBALL

at Butler*

CROSS
COUNTRY

Champi-

I

Xavier

7p.m.

atMCC
onship

SWIMMING &
DIVING

Home games in Bold.

1

31

UWM
1 p.m.

p.m.

DAYTON
BOMBERS

MON

SUN

at
IUPUI
at
at
Hampton
Roanoke
Roads

MCC Game

Both tennis teams at Rolex Regional

Nov. 5-6

" The

Raider Profile

#1G Taryn Jones
Senior Midfielder, Women's Soccer
Xenia, OH/Xenia H.S.

Birthday:
August 22, 1978

Major: MIS

Why you chose
WSU: "It's close to
home."
Favorite soccer
player: None
Favorite sport besides soccer:
Cheerleading
Favorite sports
team: New York

Yankees

Favorite soccer
field : "University of
Maryland-we
played there my
freshman year and
· t' s the best field
I've ever played on."
Favorite actor:
Mel Gibson
Favorite actress:

Meg Ryan

Favorite movie:

"Message in a Bottle"
Favorite TV show:

"The Tom Green

Show"

lost really bad."
Last CD purchased:
Part of your game
"Some old Mariah
that needs improveCarey CD."
ment: "My fitnessFavorite musician:
being able to run for a
Mariah Carey
long time without gettFavorite ice cream
ing tired."
flavor: Strawberry
Best part of your
Favorite restaurant:
game: "My vision."
"T.G.I. Friday's"
Favorite drink: Water Where do you see
yourself ten years
Best book you've
from now: "Hopefully
read: "I don't like to
I will have gone to
read. Honestly, I have
never finished a book." grad school and have
my masters. I hope I
Hobbies: "I love to
have a good job that I
shop. I also like to
write in my spare time, like and successful
in and maybe marrlisten to music and I
ied."
like to be by myself."
After
school: "I graduPet peeve: "People
ate in June, interviewsmacking their lips."
ing a lot and looking
Most memorable moment in soccer: "When to go to grad school
here at Wright State."
I make my penalty
Jones
fact: In 1996,
shot in a shootout. I

get nervous. The last

one was in the conference tournment
against Milwaukee."
Most embarrassing
moment in soccer:
"Probably a game
where we would have

I

The Wright State men's
and women's swimmin g and
diving teams are preparing
for another successful
season.
Last year the women
won the Midwestern Collegiate Conference title and
the men placed second in
their competition.
Both Raider teams are
extremely young this year,
with the men boasting five
freshman and the women
consisting of six.

Jones was nained to

the MCC Newcomer
Team. In '97, she was
on the AI-MCC Second
Team.Duringthel998
season, she was a MCCAil Tournament Team
selection.

team is young and

talented which is good
because. we lost a lot of
senior girls last year. Freshman distance swimm er
Heather Weil should be a
big help to the women's
team this year," said senior
captain Sarah Green.

This year the women's

team will be headed by

senior captains Sarah Green

and Sarah Wiseman.
The men will be led by
senior captains Mike Besco,

Richard Greves and Adam
Cicora.
"We have been practicing hard the last recent
weeks. Our new weight
program is helping us get
into great shape," commented Green.
Head coach Matt Liddy
will join the Raiders this
year, as they have the
chance of claiming another
MCC title for the women
and another great finish for
the men.
The green and gold tak e
the pool tomorrow as they
travel to Indiana to face
IUPUI at 6 p.m.
"IUPUI is a very fast
pool. The Olympic trials are
held there, so they should
be some tough competition," said Green.
WSU will face Eastern
Michigan on Friday, Nov. 5
in Oakland, and then battle
host Oakland the next day.
On Nov. 12, WSU hosts
Miami at 4 p.m.
The team rounds out
the month against Bowling
Green on Nov. 20.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/IMARKET RESEARCH
DNsatiionallly

rocopggnizcod

rcesercit copay has
irterviewer
poositics:
LOCATED
ACROSS

market

part-tire
wail=ab»lle.
FRCOIM

RIGHT STATE. Variety of shifts
avail.alb»le,
very
flexill»le
hours.

MLiairy of 12 hours per week,
rmexiix&a of 3Z oars per weell. IN

selling or marketing involved. Casual
work
emvirommemt.
Must be
coo rrufortalb»le vworlclrg on a copater

(reo software skill required).
4.50 per hour.

ST.SO -

If irterested, please call 438-25500.

acamours rings 1sand w".a

performer auditions and technical

support Interviews for Paramount Paris

2000 Entertainment program in:

chchnti, OH

rdo,November 6, 1999

satut®j,amber 7,1999

,".,cars is istamd
7he Paramount Theatre

.3-30 pm kAdors, singer5,

0.00·}3,, 'Kiyios, Voris

Columbus, OH

Friday, November 12, 1999

Piiinell Danas cir»

4.00-.7-66 Aaors, tistrmoats,
Singers, Technicians, Variety

6.00-7-30 pm Dancers

gggE]

ww""f%% '6" aosec.as®!

For more Information call 513. 754.5740

or visit our website at www.aruditionnow.con
Poromaunt Pks is on equal opportunity employee ® £ © 1999 Perman# Parks.
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Make up to $2000 in one
week! Motivated student

Employment
%

Extra Income For '99 Earn

$500-$1000 weekly stuff-

ing envelopes. For details
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to

-

organizations needed for
marketing project. www.credithealthcomxfundraiser
www.carnpusbackbone.com/
fundraiser or Heather at 1-

800-357-9009

Classifieds
The Guardian is looking for
qualified applicants for the
positions of Chief Photog-

rapher, Advertising
Graphics Manager, and
Production Assistant for

Winter Quarter! If interested call Hayley at x5 540

WWW.WORKFORSTUDENTS.COM
Entry level openings in
Group Five 6547 N. Acadcustomer service/sales, no
emy Blvd., PMB-N Colotelemarketing
or door-torado Springs, CO 80918
door sales. $11.4 5 baseappt. Full and Part time
Food Demonstrators
with flexible hours. May
(offer food/drink samples) earn up to 15 College
ACT NOW! Get the best
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES ARE
Credits. S40,000 in Scholar- Spring Break Prices! South
AVAILABLE. Positions ideal ships awarded. Must be 18, Padre, Cancun, J arnaica,
for students, near W.S.U.,
Bahamas, Acapulco,
conditions exist. Call 9-6,
Weekdays, Friday & WeekFlorida, & Mardigras. Reps
937-436-3580.
end hours open $7.00 per
needed ... Travel for free
hour (6 or 8 hour shifts)
HELP WANTED! Personal
earn$$$ Group Discounts
Submit your job history/
Care Assistant. Steady part- for 6+, 800-838-8203./
resume' to Access Staffing
time work. No experience
www.leisuretours.com
for consideration call 431required. Perfect job for
12 77 today NO FEE TO
Spring Break Specials!
students or homemakers
APPLICANT
Bahamas
Party cruise five
looking for extra income.
days
$279!
Include Meals!
Hours range from 10 to 15
Part-time Customer
Awesome
beaches,
night
hours per week. Wage
Service $7.00 per hour.
life! Cancun & Jamaica 7
range from $7.00 to
Involves shipping, faxing,
Nights From $399! Florida
$10.50. Call 427-1059.
and copying, and ability to
$ l 29springbreaktravel.com
BABYSITTERS NEEDED FOR 1-800-678-6386
lift up to 40 lbs. Flexible
4 YEAR OLD IN MY HOME
hours. 4 hour days M-F
NEAR CAMPUS. EVENINGS.
(plus some weekends) Fax
Browse icpt.com WIN a
CALL
429-3288.
resume" to 431-1279
FREE trip for Springbreak
ACCESS STAFFING, INC.
"2000". ALL destinations
Holiday Employment
offered.
Trip participants,
Home-based Kettering
Student
Orgs
& Campus
Free Baby Boom Box +earn business needs someone
Sales
Reps
wanted.
Book
$1200! Fund raiser for
for November/December
the
Best,
Forget
the
Rest.
student groups & organiza- help and possible future
For
reservations
or
Rep
employment. Great pay,
tions earn up to $4 per
registration Call InterMasterCard app. call for
nice work environment.
Campus 800-327-6013.
info or visit our website.
Call Jonathan at 436-4740.
Qualified callers receive
Yard work, odd jobs,
Spring Break '00 Cancun,
FREE baby boom box 1-800- mowing. Flexible schedule
Mazatlan or Jamaica From
932-0528 ext. 119 or ext.
and hours. Experience $ 7
$399 Reps wanted! Sell 15
12 5 www.ocmconcepts.com per hour. Near Wright
and travel free! Lowest
State. 426-3089.
Prices Guaranteed!!!
Personal care for male
Info:
Call 1-800-446-8355
faculty in Beavercreek. S9
Help Wanted- CIS is looking www.sunbreaks.com
per hour, Early mornings 6- for highly motivated
8am transportation
students to work on camFREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
needed. Every other day,
pus making $10 an hour.
Spring Break 2000
no experience necessary.
10 hours a week, choose
Studentcity.com is looking
Call 775-4875
your own hours. For more
for Highly Motivated
information call Mike
Students to promote
$1,000's WEEKLY Stuff
Corrigan at 1-800-543-3793 Spring Break 2000! Orgaenvelopes at home for
nize a small group and
$2.00 each plus great
Babysitters needed for 11
travel FREE!! Top campus
bonuses. Work F/T or P /T. month old twins and 2.5
reps can earn a Free Trip
Make at least $800 a week, year old in Beavercreek.
& over $10,000! Choose
guaranteed! Free supplies.
Daytime and evening
Cancun, Jamaica or
No experience necessaryhours. Call 426-6988
Nassau! Book Trips On-.
start right away. For free
Line Log In and win Free
details send one stamp to
Read The Guardian---Wright Stuff. Sign Up Now On
N-190, PMB 552, 12021
Line!
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, State's University's student www.StudentCity.com or
CA 90025
newspaper.
800-293-14433

Travel

@
Spring Break 2000!
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & South
Padre. Call USA Spring

For Rent

Break for a free brochure
and rates and ask how you
can GO FOR FREE! 1-888-

@

5 2 S. McGee 2 BDR/Base777-4642
ment
W /D hook up nice
WWW.USASPRINGBRFAK.COM
double 42 5 plus deposit plus
Spring Break Reps needed to utilities move in special
promote campus trips. Earn other apts available near

swavet tree'o cost. we ""-

train you. Work on your own

time. 1-800-367-1252 or

www.springbreakdirect.com

The Guardian
classifieds are available for ALL your
advertising needs!

Walking Distance to WSU
2BR OFF Campus Forest

Lane. 937-879-5184

FOR RENT Furnished room
and bathroom. $300 per
month plus a $100 deposit.
Includes utilities and cable.
Call Tracey at 236-6216.

Campus Shuttle

Schedule 1999/2000
ROUTE 3 Saturdays Only
HAMIL TON FOREST COLLEGE
WOODS
HALL/ SU LANE
PARK VILLAGE PINE HALL

2:00
3:00

2:05
3:05

2:10
3:10

2:15
3:15

2:20
3:20

4:00

4:05

4:10

4:15

4:20

6:25
7:25

7.30

6:30

6:35

6:40

6:45
7:45

8:25

8:30

7:35

8:35

OFFICE
MALL
DEPOT FOOD CT
2:25
2:35
2:50
3:25
3:35
3:50
4:25
4:35
4:50

MEIJER

6:50
7:50
9:00

7:00

8:00
9:15

7:40

8:40

8:45

*These runs
are drop off
only, there is
no pick-up
after these
7:15
times!
8:15

9:30

Wednesday, Oct.

Apartment For Rent- One bedroom, $375/mo. All utilities
paid. Nice and clean, close to
bus route, ready to move in. Call
252-9037.

Free CD of cool indie music
when you register at
mybytes.com, the ultimate
website for your college needs.
House-sitter-Reliable. Ethical.
Energetic. Experienced homeowner to give personal attention
to your home, all systems inside
and out, while you are away. Call
937-252-3276, Nancy Stewart.
References provided.

Services

Female Roomate Needed! 3 bedroom house in Miamis burg
close to Dayton Mall. Fireplace,
e. Call for details. (93 7)
• 829

FREE HIV SCREENING! Thursday
November 4 @ 9-4PM. Student
Health-Frederick White Center.
Call for an appt. 775-2552.
ON

: .•

[@ii6EiFE ]'•
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PREGNANT? ... FIRST OPTION provides Professional Counseling for

difficult pregnancy decisions. Our
services provide accurate information about all options, including abortion, parenting and adoption. Your complimentary consultation is strictly confidential. Call
Michelle Acra, M.S., LPCC at (93 7)
427-3447. Conveniently located at
39 Dayton-Xenia Rd. Beavercreek
(near Fairfield Commons Mall).

[«sitar.
Do you knowwhere

mfg!g
Guardian is?

NEED M&NEY FOR COLLEGE??

CENTERVILLE
1109 MIAMISBURG-CENTERVILLE RD.

• -.-
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Local Abrasives Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for:

937-436-1313

1st or 2nd SHIFT /

FULL or PART TIME

FLEXIBLE HOURS! Great for school schedule.

• First Year Pay: $7.00-$8.00/hr
• On-the-job Vocational Training
Full Time BeneHts Include•••

• Medical Insurance
• 401 (k) and Profit Sharing

3 Paid Vacation and Holidays

• Childcare Assistance Program
• Flexible Spending Benefit for Healthcare
• Uniform Service

Looking for positive, team-oriented people for a variety
of positions in our state-of-the-art facility.
Apply In person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 Exit)

24 HOURS

7 DAYS A WEEK

AllIndustries is a drug &I smoke free facility.

WWW.KIN KOS.COM
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CAMPUSSHUTTLE SCHEDULES1999/2000
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9:40

LOT 20
12:30 PM

12:50
1:10
1:30
1:40
:50
.00

2:10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:50

3:00

e

3:10
3:30
3:50

4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50

6:10

6:30
6:50
8:15
8:30
8:50

9:10

9:30
9:50

MILLETT
7:35 AM 9:55
7:45
10:05
10:15
7:55
8:05
10:25

8:15

8:25
8:35
8:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25

9:35

9:45

10:35

10:45
10:55
11:05

11:15
11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25

MCLIN GYM

12:35 PM

12:55

1:15
1:35

1:45

1.55

2:05

2:15

2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55

3:05

3:15

3:35
3:55
4:15

4:35
4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55

6:15

MCLIN GYM
7:45 AM 10:05
7:55
10:15
8:05
10:25

8:15

8:25
8:35

8:45

8:55
9:05
9:15

9:25

9:35
9:45
9:55
MILLETT

12:45 PM

1:05

1:25

1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15

6:35
6:55

2:25

8:20
8:35
8:55

2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15

9:15
9:35

9:55

2:35

3;25

3:45
4:05

4:25

10:35

10:45

10:55

11:05
11:15
11.:25

11:35

11:55

12:15

12:35

8:10
8:25
8:45
9:05
9:25
9:45

10:05

-

---· ·.

c.c•• 1

.• :

.,

••••

WOODS
FOREST COLLEGE
PARK VILLAGE PINE HALL
LANE

HAMILTON
HALL/ SU

7:20
8:05
8:50

7:15
8:00
8:45
9:30

9:35
10:20
11:05

10:15
1 1:00
11:45
1 2:30
1:15

11:50
12:35

1:20

2:05

2:00
2:45
3:30

2:50
3:35

415

4:20
5:05
5:50
6:35

5:00
5:45

6:30

4:45
5:05
5:25
5:45
6:05
6:25
6:45
7:05

.... - ... -

Route 2 Monday - Friday Until 6:55PM

Route 1 Monday - Thursday Until 10:05PM and Friday Until 6:05PM
LOT20
7:30 AM 9:50
10:00
7:40
10:10
7:50
8:00
10:.20
8:10
10:30
10:40
8:20
8:30
10:50
8:40
11:00
11:10
8:50
9:00
11:20
9:10
11:40
9:20
12:00
9:30
12:20

.

MILLETT
HALL

7:40
8:25

9:10

9:55
10:40

11:25
12:10

12:55

1:40

2:25
3:10
3:55
4:40
5:25

6:10

6:55

MCLIN

GYM

7:50

8:35

9:20
10:05
10:50

11:35

12:20

1:05

1:50
2:35

3:20

4:05
4:50
5:35
6:20

7:25

7:30

8:55
9:40

9:00
9:45
10:30

8:10

10:25
11:10
11:55

12:40
1:25

2:10

2:55
3:40
4:25
5:10

5:55

6:40

8:15

11:15

7:35
8:20

9:05

9:50
10:35

1:30

1 1:20
12:05
1 2:50
1:35

3:00
3:45
4:30
5:15
6:00

6:05

12:00

12:45

2:15

6:45

2:20
3:05
3:50
4:35
5:20

6:50

·t• • .,
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Jonas, M.D.

,i SOLDIERY

Family Doctor

Special Focus on Family Health

Family Health Connections, Inc.
2361 Lakeview Dr. Beavercreek

(837) 427-7540

A

,iJ

Accepting Only Families as New Patients
Entire Households
Aetna families welcome

,ss\

Pulsations · ·

--·
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Dtors'» Hottt Das Cd!
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Games In:
3% Games Workshop
3% Historic Minatures & Rules
X TSR & other RPG's
3€ M:TG/Pokemon CCG

ioch &- <For
<(parents
~~~

How,,

Mon.-Sat. 10-9

Sun 12-6

Open Most

iioiiadays

RTA
Route
#16 & #23

Game Pieces and Supplies In Stock

2210 Andrew Rd.

614 A BUENO CT./
520 BURKHARDT RD.
RIVERSIDE, OH a

45431

E-Mail Address:
Coach4apts@erinet.com
Floor Plans/Prices
1 Bedroom From $405
2 Bedroom From $540

MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL WITH BT
25 ¢ WINGS & MILLER LITE DRAFT BEER

is

SPECIAL

18&UP

SUPER LADIES
TV K«:NII ?

TUESDAY•

grzrggpgry»g

*Thursday Night is Ladies Night. Complimentary Drinks From 8 to

Midnight!

*Sunday Night Bikini
Contest
$200 1st Place, $100 2nd Place, $50 3rd Place
94.5 The Beat Friday Night Dance Party Live Broadcast

3

ocated on St. Rt. 725 3 Miles East of the Dayton Mall in the Normandy
Square Shopping Center Behind Hooters and Blockbuster Video!

291-9212

NEW /RON#ZN

Nl:GHT

-555fw
wsw7
Utt, ll'Uffll&lU.VI

Dayton's Best Light Show, Big Dance Floor, and Great Sound System.

wF AAN® A«7NGAN. »

IBBIE
IE
L- ........

GREAT FOODO ·M.IN
& Q.8.1-POOL 4
DARTS · VIDEO
GAMES ·BG SCREEN
SPORTS MONITORS

THURSDAY• KAROKE NITE
LADIES NIGHT!

P

(937) 254-2504
Fax (937) 252-2736

Kettering 428-4996 Fax: 428-9046

Thursday thru Sunday

'(lby

Directions
35 east to
Woodman Dr. exit. Go left off exit to
right on Burkhardt Ave. We're on
the right.
Our Special Features
-Close to Major Highways,

1-75 North to SR

Shopping & Work
-Private Patio or Balcony

-Club Room, Game&

FRIDAY OCT. 31 BAND HALLOWEEN
PARTY $75 1ST PLACE

SUNDAY PLAY QB 1, WE HAVE
THE SUNDAY N.F.L. TICKET

Party Rooms
-Cable TV Available
-Sauna & Exercise Facility
-Beautiful Pool w/ Patio and
Sundeck
-Convenient Laundry Rooms

-Flex-Leases
-Large Double Closets
-Pets Welcome

e
University Medicine/Pediatrics
INTERNAL MEDICINE
Gerald Crites, M.D.
Howard Part, M.D.
Barbara L. Schuster, M.D.

Maria Wright, M.D.
Same

INTERNAL MEDICINE &
PEDIATRICS
Chad K. Brands, M.D.

Cynthia H. Ledford, M.D.
Gary M. Onady, M.D., Ph.D.

Day Appointments Frequently Available!!!

1o

Convenient Prescription· Refill

8:30-5:00p.m..
gs]lg]

· Monday -Friday
Phone: (93 7) 775-4580
Fax: (93 7) 775-2944

At WSU Pharmacy

Located Downstairs

Frederick A. White Health Center 3640 Col. Glenn Hwy. Dayton, OH 45435

if

·

